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Message from Director

Dear valued customers and partners.

Iri Factory Vina is very pleased and look forward to cooperating with you all in 

upcoming projects.

Be the first enterprise pioneering in the field of manufacturing and exporting 

monofilament nets in the North of Vietnam. Since the establishment we have  

always doing our  best to create and provide high quality products to domes-

tic and oversea customers.

Thank for teams of well-trained personnel, well brands state-of-the-art facili-

ties and technology supported from many years of experience of Korean 

experts, we confidently meet all global standard requirements from custom-

ers. 

With the motto "Innovation-Sustainalbe Development-Prestige", we always 

make commitments to supply such advanced technology and stable quality 

products to all customers. Since then a prestigious Iri Factory brand name has 

been formed in the regional and international markets.

Based on the strength of an enthusiastic, dedicated teams and right business 

strategy, We strongly believe that Iri Factory Vina will be a leading enterprise in 

the field of manufacturing and exporting nets and related products in 

Vietnam and the region.

Director

MR. YOON MYOUNG WOOK
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2019

2020

2022

2023

Became number 1 exporting monofila-

ment Nets company in Northern Viet-

nam

Going to build new factory - 28.600 m2

2019: IRI FACTORY VINA IM-EX-

PORT CO.,LTD Established

Achieved ISO 9001 and ISO 14001

March.2019: Iri Factory Vina export-

ed first container
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ABOUT US

Iri Factory Vina established in 2019, thanks to the transferred technologies and long history of develop-

ment from based in Korea of IRI NONGSUSAN JAJAE company. The factory is about 3000 m2 located at Doai 

Hamlet, Hong Lac Commune,Thanh Ha District, Hai Duong Province, Vietnam.

Being invested standards factories, modern  machine lines and facility systems from well-brand suppliers 

together with advantages of many years of experience of Korean experts, Iri Factory Vina is the first choice 

of supplying global standards of monofilament nets in Northern Vietnam.

History



OUR TEAMS

Mr. Yoon Myoung Wook

Director

Mr. Manh Nguyen

Vice Director

Mrs. Nguyet Nguyen

Sales and Logistic Executive

Mr. Kang Ju Ho

Production Manager

Mrs. Trang Nguyen

Procurement Manager

Mrs. Huy Bui

General Accountant

Ms. Thu Nguyen

HR Manager

Mrs. Ha Pham

Warehouse Manager

Mr. Thanh Nguyen

Production Engineer
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QUALITY

We make a commitment to supply high technological products 

with global quality standards.

PROFESSION

Our professional trained people provide service and support and 

the ability to be available to meets the clients’ requirements in a 

timely manner.

COMPETITIVENESS

Investing in modern machines, technologies and people to raise 

production ability and bring the most competitive price to 

customers.

CORE VALUES
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Aiming to be the leader in manufacturing and exporting of monofila-

ment nets in Vietnam and the region.

Supplying the highest valued and stable quality products with com-

petitive cost to customers in order to promote company and country 

brands in the global markets.

Vision

Misson
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PRODUCTION LINE

The material HDPE, UV… after mixing well will be 

heated up and melt in the Monofilament extruding 

machine system, then go through stages of extrud-

ing, cooling, stretching, heating, drying and rolling.

01

07

Thanks to the state of the art waving 

machines and facilities and many years of 

experience of Korean experts, we can 

produce more than 50 different structures 

of nets, which are light but strong, durable 

and easy to install with the maximum 

width are 6 meter.

02 KNITTIING

To mesh jumbo bags or leno bags, the 

nets will be cut based on the specification 

of products by automatic cutting machine 

systems that are operated by skilled 

engineers. 

03 CUTTING

MONO-FILAMENT FORMING
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We put high priority to sewing processes 

by investing modern machines, sourcing 

and training people to make quality 

products that meet standards from our 

international customers.

04 SEWING

05 INSPECTING

06 PACKAGING

Only inspection passed items will be 

packed following the agreements from 

clients. 

To net on rolls will be packed in small 

covered by plastic bags with labels.

To mesh jumbo bags will be packed in 

bale of 50 pcs or 100 pcs covered by 

plastic bags.

Inspection for all finished products will be 

done carefully about visual checking, 

specifications checking by experience QC 

team then separated the good and the 

defect ones by labels with deferent color.



OUR PRODUCTS

AGRICULTURE MESH (Insect net, Animal net, Windbreak net... )
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3A008-V1 3A008-V5 3A005-V1 3A005-V2

3C006-V3 3B001-V4 3B001-V2 1B005-V1

3A007-V1 3A012-V1 1B004-V1 3A011-V1
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SCAFFOLDING NET, SAFETY NET

3C001-V1 3C000-V1 3C005-V1

3C002-V1 1C002-V1 3C007-V1

3C003-V1 3A009-V1 3A006-V1
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VENTILATED BIG BAGS

USING:

      -  For packaging agriculture products such as: onion, tomato, potato and firewood.

ADVANTAGE: 

      -  Jumbo bags are designed with 2 sides of bags are very well form of structure and ventilation 
and 2 or 4 loops 25-30 cm to help transportation more easier, convenient and safety.

       -  Preservation of farm products by using PPPE bags could be good for 6 to 12 months.
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USING:

      -  For packaging farm and sea food.

ADVANTAGE: 

      -  With 4 plastic pipe at corners, so it can stand itself and save manpower.

     -  The bags are very well form of structure and ventilation that help the preservation of food for 
long time.

      -  Safety loading: 600-1500 kg.

VENTILATED BIG BAGS
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OTHER PRODUCTS

PE CABBAGE MESH BIG BAG PALLET COVER NET
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COMBINE MESH BAG
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MESH BAGS (Leno bag, Agriculture mesh bag)

MESH BAG LENO BAG
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Unity Makes Great 

Success, so we encour-

age our people to build team work spirit to 

exchange ideas staffs to staffs, staffs to man-

agers and departments to departments to 

enhance creativity ability and productivities.

At Iri Factory Vina we always 

pay special attention to our 

people by building a friendly working envi-

ronment, ensuring social welfare, organizing 

training programs to enhance their knowl-

edge and skills.
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IRI FACTORY VINA  |  INNOVATION - SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT - PRESTIGE

BUSINESS CULTURE
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ISO 14001:2015 CERTIFICATE ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFICATE

Invention Licenes OF MESH JUMBO BAG

CERTIFICATES



Address: Doai Hamlet, Hong Lac Commune, Thanh Ha District, Hai Duong Province, Vietnam

Website: www.irifactory.com   |   Email: sales@irifactory.com

Iri Factory Vina Im-Export Limited Company

Tel: +84 2203 971 099   |   Fax: +84 2203 971 099


